Flavor transitions in supernova neutrinos are yet to be determined. We present a method to probe whether or not the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein effects occur as SN neutrinos propagate outward from the SN core by investigating time evolutions of neutrino event rates for different flavors in different kinds of detectors. As the MSW effect occurs, the ν e flux swaps with the ν x flux, which represents any one of ν µ , ν τ , ν µ , andν τ flux, either fully or partially depending on the neutrino mass hierarchy.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly review the flavor transitions of SN neutrinos as they propagate outward from deep inside a SN and traverse the Earth medium to reach the detector. We then summarize SN neutrino fluxes obtained from the simulated SN neutrino data, which will be used in our later analysis. In Sec. III, we define event rates of ν e Ar interaction, inverse beta decay (IBD) and neutrino-proton elastic scattering (pES) inside liquid argon and liquid scintillation detectors. These event rates are then calculated with respect to different flavor transition scenarios. In Sec. IV and V, we test the occurrence of MSW effects in SN neutrinos by comparing the time-evolution patterns of ν e Ar event rates to those of IBD and pES event rates with statistical uncertainties taken into account. In the case MSW effects indeed occur, we demonstrate that NMH can also be resolved by comparing the time-evolution patterns of IBD event rates to those of pES event rates. Finally, in Sec. VI we summarize our results and conclude.
II. SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO FLUENCE

A. Primary Neutrino Flux
A SN neutrino burst lasts for ∆t ≈ 10s, during which the neutronization burst happens at t pb ∼ 10 − 15ms. Here, t pb denotes the post-bounce time. In our calculation, we extract the primary neutrino fluxes from SN simulations by Nakazato et al. [17] for progenitor masses of 13, 20, and 30 M , and Serpico et al. [13] for progenitor mass of 11.2 M , accounting for SNe with iron core. The luminosity and emission curves are shown in Fig. 1 , in which the Nakazato simulations (N-model) are on the left three panels and the Serpico simulation (S-model) is on the most right panel. In N-models, the neutronization burst happens at t pb ∼ 10ms with its full width at half maximum of the luminosity ∆t N ∼ 30 ms while, in S-model, the width is ∆t N ∼ 10 ms. It is seen that the peak height is twice that of the tail in N-models while it is about 10 times in S-model. To encmopass the whole duration of the neutronization burst, we perform our analysis for a time period of ∆t = 0.1 s from the start.
These SN neutrino spectra can be well fitted by the Keil parametrization for the neutrino flux [18] 
where Φ α = L α / E α , E α is the average neutrino energy, and η α denotes the pinching Fig. 1 .
B. Neutrino Flux on Earth
In this paper, we investigate whether or not the flavor contents of SN neutrinos are modified by the MSW effect as they propagate outwards from deep inside a SN and finally reaches the Earth. In non-oscillation scenario, the flavor contents remain the same and thus the fluxes at the Earth are not changed, i.e.,
In MSW scenarios, these fluxes shall be modified according to NMH when arriving at the detector on Earth, and can be written as:
for the normal hierarchy, and
for the inverted hierarchy [2] . Here P 2e (P 2e ) is the probability that a mass eigenstate ν 2 (ν 2 )
is observed as a ν e (ν e ) since neutrinos arrive at the Earth as mass eigenstates. We do not consider the regeneration factor due to the Earth matter effect and thus take P 2e = sin 2 θ 12 .
From these equations, it is shown that, in the normal hierarchy, ν e completely comes from ν 0 x from the source whileν e comes from bothν 0 e andν 0 x . On the other hand, in the inverted hierarchy, ν e comes from both ν 0 e and ν 0 x whileν e completely comes fromν 0 x .
III. EVENT RATES OF SN NEUTRINOS IN TERRESTRIAL DETECTORS FOR THE NEUTRONIZATION BURST
With neutrino fluxes given above, we calculate event rates of SN neutrinos for all flavors, ν e ,ν e , and ν x , for the non-oscillation scenario and the case that the flavor contents are modified by MSW effects as SN neutrinos propagate outward from the core. In the latter case, both normal and inverted hierarchies are taken into consideration. The event rates and quantities induced from these rates are displayed in numbers per bin with a 5 ms bin width throughout this article.
In liquid argon time projection chambers (LArTPC), ν e is the most easily detected species via its charged-current interaction with argon nuclei, ν e + 40 Ar → 40 K * +e − . The cross section for this ν e Ar interaction has been computed in [19] . Numerical data compiled in [20] is used for our calculations. Assuming a SN at a distance of 5 kpc, the event rates of ν e Ar in DUNE are shown in Fig. 2 . It is clearly seen that time-dependence profiles of the event rates for the three N-models are highly similar while the pattern for the S-model is quite different. For the N-models, the event rates in non-oscillation scenario follow the ν e luminosities in shape with an obvious peak followed by a much lower tail in the later half of the period. On the other hand, in MSW scenarios, those rates increase to a maximum and then decrease very slowly or remain almost unchanged. With MSW effects, the rates in the inverted hierarchy are larger than those in the normal hierarchy in the beginning and becomes smaller in the latter times. The maxima in MSW scenarios can be larger than the peak in non-oscillation scenario because ν e and ν x fluxes swap and, in the N-models, the ratio of ν e Ar cross section at E νx ∼ 18.7 MeV to that at E νe ∼ 10.5 MeV is 7 while the ratio of the ν e emission at its peak to the maximum ν x emission is ∼ 6. For the S-model, the event rate in the non-oscillation scenario follows the luminosity curve in shape with a sharp peak followed by a long and very low tail. The event rate at the peak is about an order of magnitude larger than that of the tail. In MSW scenario, the peak event rate for the inverted hierarchy is much smaller than that of the non-oscillation scenario, and there is even no peak appearing for the normal hierarchy. This is again due to the full or partial swapping between ν e and ν x fluxes in MSW scenarios.
In the non-oscillation scenario, the ν e Ar event rates at the peak for the N-models are about one half of that for the S-model since emission n νe at the peak for the N-models are also about one half of that for the S-model, and both type of models predict approximately the same E νe . On the contrary, the ν e Ar event rates for the N-models are larger than those for the S-model in MSW scenarios at later times. To account for this, we note that both n νx and E νx in the N-models are larger than those in the S-model. Since ν e Ar cross section increases rapidly with the neutrino energy, the full or partial swapping between ν e and ν x fluxes in MSW scenarios hence favors the ν e Ar event rates in N-models. In scintillation detectors, the spectrum of inverse beta decay (IBD) events is established by measuring the positron energy deposit. The observed event spectrum and total number of IBD events are given by
where N p is the number of target protons in the detector and the IBD cross section σ IBD (E ν ) is taken from [21] . The minimum neutrino energy for generating IBD interaction is E min = 1.8 MeV. The IBD event rates in JUNO [22] are shown in Fig. 3 . IBD event rates accounts forν e fluxes. In N-models, nν e is comparable to n νx in the earlier time as seen in Fig. 1 . MSW oscillation does not change the situation since it involves only the full swapping (inverted hierarchy) or partial swapping (normal hierarchy) betweenν e and ν x . On the ther hand, the mean energies of ν x is larger than that ofν e as described in Table I . Since IBD cross section grows with the neutrino energy, the full and partial swaps betweenν e and ν x in Eqs. (4) and (7) indicate that IBD event rate for the inverted hierarchy in MSW scenario is larger than that for the normal hierarchy, which in turn is larger than the IBD event rate in the non-oscillation scenario. In the later time, nν e becomes larger than n νx , hence IBD event rates for different scenarios gradually converge.
For the S-model, the IBD event rate for the inverted hierarchy follows the luminosity and emission curves of ν x flux with a sudden rise in the beginning followed by a plateau since νē and ν x fully swap as indicated in Eq. (7) . For the normal hierarchy, the IBD event rates is comparable to that of non-oscillation scenario, which resembles the luminosity and emission curves of the ν x flux.
Inside the liquid scintillation detector, the neutrino-proton elastic scatterings (pES) can contribute a comparable number of events to that of IBD due to the large number of free protons [23] . The observed event spectrum is given as
where F tot ≡ F e + Fē + 4F x is the total fluence of SN neutrinos and T is the recoil kinetic energy of protons which are scattered by SN neutrinos. To produce a proton recoil energy T requires a minimum neutrino energy E ν,min = m p T /2, with m p the proton mass. In other words, a neutrino of energy E ν can produce a proton recoil energy between 0 and T max = 2E 2 ν /m p . These protons are slow hence they are detected with quenched energies T < T . The proton recoil energy T is mapped to an electron-equivalent quenched energy T through the quenching function
where k B = 0.00759, Birks constant [24] , and C = 2.05 × 10 −6 are taken from [22] for JUNO detector. The number of pES events is then given by
where the differential cross section, dσ νp /dT , is taken from [23, 25] . We point out that not all signals within the energy range of proton recoils are not detectable. Since the scintillator is made of hydrocarbon, a natural isotope of the carbon, 14 For the S-model, the total event number of each signal is smaller than that for the N-model in all corresponding scenarios. This corresponds to the fact that, for each of the neutrino flavor, the total energy release and particle emission for the S-model are smaller than those for the N-model. It is seen that IBD event numbers in MSW scenarios are larger than those in the non-oscillation scenario for both N-and S-models. This results from the fact that the increase in IBD cross section overwhelms the decrease in the neutrino emission whenν e and to ν e Ar, IBD, and pES channels (for a reference, see Table II in [27] and Table I in [28] ).
Therefore, we neglect their contributions and focus on ν e Ar, IBD, and pES interactions.
IV. TESTING THE OCCURRENCE OF MSW EFFECTS
To account for the sharp rise of ν e flux during the neutronization burst, we define cumulative time distributions of the SN neutrino signals for the time interval of interest t = 0 − 0.1s as in [13] 
In Fig. 4 , we present K Ar and K IBD , the cumulative distributions of ν e Ar and IBD event rates on the upper and lower panels, respectively, in non-oscillation scenario and NH and IH mass hierarchies. To clearly distinguish the non-oscillation scenario from MSW oscillations, a ratio between the cumulative distributions, K Ar and K IBD , is defined as
From K Ar (0) = K IBD (0) = 0 and K Ar (0.1 s) = K IBD (0.1 s) = 1, one has R cum (0) = R cum (0.1 s) = 1/3. We point out that K Ar in the non-oscillation case is larger than those in MSW scenarios while K IBD behaves in an opposite way. Hence it is clear that R cum in the non-oscillation case is larger than those in MSW scenarios. The maximum of R cum in the non-oscillation case is also expected to be much larger than those in MSW scenarios.
Therefore R cum is a good discriminator to distinguish the non-oscillation scenario from MSW oscillations. As shown in Fig. 5 Analogous to defining the cumulative ratio of ν e Ar to IBD in Eq.(15), we define the following modified ratios for normalized event rates:
where N Ar (t), N IBD (t), and N pES (t) are normalized event rates shown in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 7 , is almost stationary in the MSW scenario of inverted hierarchy while it increases from a trough with a significant slope of 0.6 s −1 during the later half of the period for the normal hierarchy in the MSW scenario and in the non-oscillation scenario. In the case that MSW effects is confirmed by R cum (t) and/or R Ar,pES (t), one can use R IBD,pES (t) to determine the NMH.
However, the situation is different when we turn to the results given by the S-model, which are shown in the most right column of plots in Fig. 7 . In the non-oscillation scenario, R Ar,pES (t) also exhibits a large fluctuation with an even higher maximum of 0.5 and a long tail gradually decreasing to 0.31. In MSW scenarios, R Ar,pES (t) shows a clear peak for the inverted hierarchy and a dip for the normal hierarchy despite the smooth tails. Clearly, it is not sufficient to determine whether MSW effects occur or not with only the pattern of 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed to verify MSW effects in SN neutrinos and identify the neutrino mass hierarchy by using the time evolution of SN neutrino event rates during the neutronization burst. These event rates are calculated with SN neutrino emissions extracted from SN simulation data by two different groups, denoted as the N-and S-models [13, 17] . The differences of neutrino emissions between the two models are analyzed. To cover the mass range of the iron-core SNe, we perform our analysis with data from progenitor masses of 13, 20, and 30 M in the N-model.
With event rates of ν e Ar in liquid argon detectors and those of IBD and pES in scintillation detectors, we define a cumulative event ratio R cum in Eq. (15) and modified event ratios R Ar,pES (t) and R IBD,pES (t) in Eq. (16) . We then demonstrate that, for both the N-and S-models, time-evolution patterns of R cum are effective in determining whether MSW effects occur or not. However, the subsequent analysis on R Ar,pES (t) and R IBD,pES (t) renders modeldependent results. For the N-model, we show that R Ar,pES (t) is also useful in determining the occurrence of MSW effects. In the case that MSW effect in SN neutrinos is favored in this model, we show that the time-evolution patterns of the modified ratio R IBD,pES (t) can be used to identify the neutrino mass hierarchy. For the S-model, we show that R Ar,pES (t) is not decisive in determining the occurrence of MSW effects. We also find that the uncertainties in R IBD,pES (t) are so large that the three flavor transition scenarios for SN neutrinos cannot be distinguished from one another.
It is seen that the cumulative ratio R cum (t) is capable of determining the occurrence of MSW effects in SN neutrinos for both N-and S-models. The basis of our method is the unique pattern of the primary ν e emission, which is different from the shapes ofν e and ν x emissions. MSW oscillations moderate the sharp peak of ν e Ar event rates in the N-model while the peak is maintained for the inverted hierarchy in the S-model as seen in Fig. 2 .
However, we note that the time profiles of IBD event rates in both models are modified significantly by MSW oscillation for the inverted hierarchy as seen in Fig. 3 . Hence R cum (t) constructed from ν e Ar and IBD events rates is a good test to MSW oscillations in SN neutrinos.
The ratio variables we use are derived from event rates of ν e Ar, IBD, and pES in terrestrial detectors and these event rates are calculated with SN neutrino emissions extracted from SN simulation data. We perform our analysis with simulation data of progenitor masses of 13, 20, 30, and 11.2 M from two different groups. Our work not only covers the mass range of the core-collapse SNe with iron-core but also takes different possibilities in simulation of SN neutrino emissions. Although SN neutrino emission for each flavor depends on the progenitor model, the time evolutions of the neutrino emissions and their luminosity curves exhibit common behaviors, based on which is our method to determine whether MSW effects occur or not. Hence, our method can be applied to all core-collapse SNe with iron-cores.
